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Highlights 
 An on-board model using post-flight data for gas turbine aero-engines is proposed. 
 Unmeasured thrust, surge margin, and turbine entry temperature are estimated. 
 Engine health status and steady-state operating lines are updated periodically. 
 Both steady and transient modelling accuracy are guaranteed for degraded engines. 
Abstract 
On-board modelling of gas turbine aero-engines over the life cycle is a promising solution for 
engine performance improvement and future aero-propulsion requirements. In this paper, an on-board 
modelling approach named Hybrid Wiener model (HWM) is proposed for gas turbine aero-engines 
using post-flight engine monitoring data, which aims at estimating the unmeasured safety-critical 
control parameters (i.e. thrust, surge margin, and turbine entry temperature) by monitoring the engine 
degradation effects. Common on-board models for nominal engines, i.e. piecewise linear model, novel 
generalized describing function, and Wiener model, are systematically tested on a validated turbofan 
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engine aero-thermal model. Simulations demonstrate that Wiener model is the best candidate for 
nominal engines. HWM is therefore constructed with the integration of on-line Wiener models and an 
off-line adaptation approach. The on-line part computes the unmeasured safety-critical parameters in 
a real-time manner. Meanwhile, the off-line adaptation part serves to periodically update the nonlinear 
static blocks of on-line Wiener models using the post-flight data in order to match the particular 
degraded engine. Idle to full-power rapid transient simulations of HWM are carried on the turbofan 
engine aero-thermal model for degradation simulations using publicly available data. Results from the 
studied turbofan engine at different flight cycles demonstrate that HWM is not only able to guarantee 
the steady accuracy for thrust, surge margin, and turbine entry temperature, but also ensures that the 
maximum transient errors for these safety-critical parameters are less than 4.66% during rapid 
acceleration states. Moreover, the percent errors of peak values for surge margin and turbine entry 
temperature between HWM and the engine are within 0.50%. The performance of the proposed HWM 
over the engine life cycle is therefore confirmed. 
Key words 
Hybrid Wiener model, Gas turbine aero-engines, On-board modelling, Post-flight data, 
Degradation 
Nomenclature 
BST  booster 
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EPR  engine pressure ratio 
F   thrust 
FAR  fuel-to-air ratio 
FC   flight cycle 
HPC  high-pressure compressor 
HPT  high-pressure turbine 
HWM  Hybrid Wiener model 
ISA   international standard atmosphere 
J   objective function 
LPT  low-pressure turbine 
NGDF  novel generalized describing function 
P3   high-pressure compressor outlet pressure 
PWL  piecewise linear 
SLS  sea-level static 
SM   surge margin 
SS Op-Line steady-state operating lines 
T4   turbine entry temperature 
Wf   fuel flow 
u   control input 
ĥ    health parameters estimation 
y    measurements 
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ŷ    estimated measurements 
    time constant 
   flow capacity 
    isentropic efficiency 
    pressure ratio 
   delta 
 
subscript 
acc   acceleration 
est   estimated 
1 Introduction 
The physical causes behind gas turbine aero-engines degradation over the life cycle inevitably 
lower the safety margin [1, 2] and overall efficiency [3, 4] of the engine. These mechanisms include 
blade surface changes (due to erosion, corrosion, or fouling) that influence blade aerodynamics [5, 6] 
and tip clearance increases that affect parasitic flows [7]. Degradation effects with the increasing flight 
cycles gradually deteriorate the gas path component health status, which is still difficult to accurately 
obtain [8, 9]. As a consequence, a significantly conservative safety margin that is usually set to end-
of-life engines must be considered under the existing industrial engine control system using sensor-
based strategies [10-12]. Moreover, the next generation of aero-propulsion systems (e.g. Ultra High 
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Bypass Ratio (UHBR) engines and Hybrid Electric Propulsion (HEP)) should be designed to deal with 
challenging targets of ultra-high efficiency and ultra-low emissions [13-15]. These ambitious targets 
could not be achieved only by means of marginal improvement in the engine component design and 
development. Control-oriented on-board modelling of gas turbine aero-engines is a promising solution 
for the engine performance improvement, model-based controllers design as well as future aero-
propulsion requirements [16]. Therefore, this promising solution is of great importance in the 
conservatism reduction and the efficiency enhancement in gas turbine engines. 
On-board modelling of gas turbine aero-engines for control purpose is firstly investigated on 
nominal engines, which represent new or ideal engine performance. Piecewise linear model that links 
a family of state-space models and engine steady points is widely utilized to predict the engine transient 
performance [17, 18]. Chiras et al. examined the nonlinear global identification modelling, including 
nonlinear autoregressive network with exogenous input and neural network, based on a set of turbofan 
engine experiment data [19-21]. The dynamic relationship between fuel flow and engine spool speed 
was successfully established in a large operating region of the engine. In 2006, Lichtsinder and Levy 
proposed novel generalized describing function (NGDF) to obtain a high-fidelity on-board model, 
especially under rapid fuel flow variations [22]. The accuracy of NGDF is guaranteed through an error 
minimization optimization approach. Wiener model, as one of the block structure models containing 
cascade connections of linear dynamic blocks and nonlinear static blocks for nonlinear system 
modelling, is also employed in gas turbine engines on-board modelling due to its low computational 
burden and dynamic characteristics [23]. However, due to the normal aging in gas turbine aero-engines 
with the increasing flight cycles, the engine performance deviates from its nominal state. Hence, 
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nominal engines on-board model could not deliver desired fidelity for a monitored degraded engine 
anymore. 
Degraded engines on-board modelling are therefore motivated, especially because the unmeasured 
safety-critical parameters, thrust, surge margin, and turbine entry temperature, are tightly coupled with 
the engine health status [12]. Luppold et al. initially invented a self-tuning on-board real-time model 
(STORM) for turbofan engines on-board modelling with degradation effects [24]. Kalman filter was 
applied to estimate engine health parameters that are aimed to tune the piecewise linear model to match 
the degraded engine. Sugiyama then proposed constant gain extended Kalman filter (CGEKF) for gas 
turbine engines on-board modelling while avoid the extensive computational burden from extended 
Kalman filter [25]. Lietzau and Kreiner from the MTU aero engine developed an on-board turbofan 
engine model using a Kalman filter as an observer [26]. Surge margin and turbine entry temperature 
estimation were directly feedback to the control system via the assessment of efficiency in gas path 
components. However, these on-board models only focus on limited gas path components. The gradual 
degradation in gas turbine engines inevitably influences the performance of all the major gas path 
components [27, 28]. Kobayashi et al. developed hybrid Kalman filter (HKF), for gas turbine engines 
under gradual degradation [29, 30]. An off-line trending system was incorporated to update health 
baseline for on-board modelling accuracy enhancement. In 2008, Litt et al. presented a singular value 
decomposition (SVD) approach for large turbofans on-board modelling, which was aimed at 
decreasing the surge margin estimation error [31]. Simon et al. proposed a more systematic on-board 
modelling approach, optimal tuner Kalman filter (OTKF), for civil turbofans to decrease the mean 
square estimation error from SVD approach [18, 32, 33]. In 2016, Csank and Collony further extended 
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OTKF to OTEKF (Optimal Tuner Extended Kalman Filter) to improve the estimation accuracy for 
unmeasured control parameters during rapid transients [34]. However, even regarding the most recent 
advancement in on-board modelling technique for degraded engines, OTKF and OTEKF, there is still 
a noticeable relative estimation error for surge margin, up to 20%, in rapid acceleration state for 
middle-aged and end-of-life engines. This significant estimation error may be subject to their fixed 
baseline setting, which is designed on the health status of middle-aged engines. 
In this paper, an on-board modelling approach using post-flight data named Hybrid Wiener model 
(HWM) is proposed for gas turbine aero-engines over the life cycle. The proposed model aims at 
estimating unmeasured safety-critical control parameters (i.e. thrust, surge margin and turbine entry 
temperature) during rapid transient states. HWM extends Wiener model with an off-line adaptation 
approach to monitor the engine health status. Hence, the proposed HWM is periodically updated to 
match the particular degraded engine.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section two, a turbofan engine aero-thermal 
model for nominal conditions is developed and validated against experimental results. Degradation 
simulations of the turbofan engine aero-thermal model are extended using publicly available data to 
act as a baseline for on-board modelling verification. Next, in section three, common on-board 
modelling approaches for nominal engines are briefly described and systematically tested on the 
validated turbofan engines aero-thermal model to identify the best candidate model. The modelling 
details of HWM are comprehensively presented in section four. Simulations are carried on the turbofan 
engine aero-thermal model with degradation effects to confirm the effectiveness of HWM during rapid 
transient states over the engine life cycle.  
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2 Gas turbine engines aero-thermal model with degradation effects 
Gas turbine engines aero-thermal model with degradation effects could be served as a baseline for 
the validation of the on-board model. In this section, an aero-thermal model of a turbofan engine under 
nominal condition is developed and validated against experiment results as the first step. Then, the 
nominal turbofan engine aero-thermal model is extended for degradation simulations using publicly 
available degradation data. 
The examined engine is a dual-spool, separate exhaust, fixed geometry turbofan engine with an 
intended application to general aircraft. Major components in this engine are fan, high-pressure 
compressor (HPC), combustion chamber, high-pressure turbine (HPT), low-pressure turbine (LPT), 
bypass nozzle, and core nozzle. The only control variable of this engine is fuel flow (Wf). The 
schematic and the take-off specification of the engine at sea-level static (SLS) and international 
standard atmosphere (ISA) are shown in Fig. 1and Table 1, respectively. 
3
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the examined dual-spool turbofan engine 




Ambient temperature (K) 288.15 
Ambient pressure (kPa) 101.325 
Intake mass flow (kg/s) 13.68 
Low-pressure spool speed (rpm) 44233 
High-pressure spool speed (rpm) 50990 
Fan pressure ratio 1.20 
High-pressure compressor pressure ratio 4.38 
Turbine entry temperature (K) 1108 
Fuel flow (kg/s) 0.036 
Maximal thrust (kg) 246.48 
 
An aero-thermal model of the examined turbofan engine is firstly developed to represent the 
engine steady-state and transient performance under nominal conditions (i.e. clean or ideal engine 
performance). This aero-thermal engine model is a physics-based model that is constructed by the 
component characteristic maps to guarantee the continuity of flow capacity and work balance. 
Modelling details could be referred to [35, 36]. The simulated steady-state operating line of the aero-
thermal model on HPC map at the sea-level static condition matches well with that of the experimental 
result from the engine manufacturer, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This result supports the utilization of the 




Fig. 2 Validation of the steady-state operating line on HPC map between the aero-thermal model and experiment result 
The next step is how to realistically model the degradation effects in the aero-thermal engine 
model. Degradation on gas turbine engines performance is usually modelled by introducing health 
parameters for compressors and turbines, which represent the health status/deviation of major 
components in the gas path [1, 37]. Therefore, degraded component maps could be obtained via the 
movement of their original clean maps based on these health parameters. This is based on the 
assumption that the shape of degraded component maps remains almost the same as their original maps 
since component geometries do not hugely change due to the degradation effects [38]. The health 
parameters are defined in Eqs. (1)-(2) for compressors (e.g. fan, booster, and HPC) and turbines (e.g. 
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where real  and clean  are corrected flow capacity for degraded maps and clean maps of compressors 
or turbines, respectively; real  and clean  denote isentropic efficiency for degraded maps and clean 
maps of compressors or turbines;   and   are the health parameters for flow capacity and 
isentropic efficiency, respectively. 
Particularly, for a realistic representation of the degradation effects for the compressors including 
fan, booster and high-pressure compressor, a third health parameters, for pressure ratio C  should 
be introduced, as defined in Eq. (3), in combination with the health parameters for flow capacity and 












     (3) 
In Eq. (3), C,real   and C,clean   are pressure ratio for degraded compressor maps and clean 
compressor map, respectively. The approach for degraded compressor map generation defined in Eqs. 
(1)-(3) was also confirmed by the experiment on a deteriorated V2500 turbofan engine [41]. The health 
parameter for pressure ratio C  of compressor is usually assumed to be equal to that of flow 
capacity C  since they have the same effects on engine performance, and this avoids multiple 
solutions in health parameter estimation, as shown in Eq. (4) [38]. This assumption is also utilized in 
PYTHIA, an in-house gas turbine diagnosis software developed at Cranfield University which has 
been tested on gas turbines field data [42]. 
 
C C
    (4) 
In order to extend the validated turbofan aero-thermal model under nominal conditions for 
degradation simulations, the gas path components degradation data quantified by the National 
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Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) based on in-service data from airliners, airframe 
manufacturers, and engine test results from JT9D turbofan engines, is utilized here, as shown in Table 
2 [27, 43, 44]. It should be noted that only the health parameters of flow capacity for HPT and LPT 
are positive due to the expanded turbine throat area resulted from degradation effects. All the other 
health parameters remain negative with the increasing flight cycles.  























0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3000  -1.50 -2.04 -1.46 -2.08 -2.94 -3.91 -2.63 +1.76 -0.54 +0.25 
6000  -2.85 -3.65 -2.61 -4.00 -9.40 -14.06 -3.81 +2.57 -1.08 +0.42 
 
Therefore, the turbofan engine aero-thermal model for degradation simulations is achieved using 
degraded component characteristic maps that are generated by Eqs. (1)-(4) and the degradation data 
in Table 2. The health parameters in Table 2 were applied to the corresponding components in the 
examined dual-spool turbofan engine, as shown in Fig. 1. Actually, the health parameters for flow 
capacity and pressure ratio act as a scaling factor for the clean maps, while the health parameters for 
isentropic efficiency serve as an adder for the clean maps. 
Overall, the validated aero-thermal model for nominal conditions and its extended counterpart for 




3 On-board modelling approaches for nominal engines 
Up to now, several efforts have been spared on the on-board modelling for nominal gas turbine 
aero-engines. The term, nominal engine modelling, here aims to describe the ideal/clean engine 
performance without account for the un-deterministic engine-to-engine variation from gradual 
degradation effects through the engine life cycle [45]. The most common on-board models for nominal 
engines are piecewise linear (PWL) model [17, 18], novel generalized describing function (NGDF) 
model [22] and Wiener model [23]. As was mentioned earlier, this paper endeavors to propose a hybrid 
on-board modelling approach for degraded engines. Therefore, in this section, the most common on-
board models for nominal engines are briefly described and systematically tested on a dual-spool 
turbofan engine in order to identify the best candidate nominal engine’s on-board model.  
3.1 Piecewise linear model 
Piecewise linear (PWL) model is an extensively-used on-board model for nominal aero gas turbine 
engines [17, 18]. It contains a set of steady state points and the corresponding linear state space models 
along the engine steady operating line. Thus the engine transient response could be predicted via the 
interpolation between the steady points and the linear state space models by means of a scheduling 
parameter, like engine spool speed. The state-space model is a linearized representation around an 
engine trim point, as shown in Eq. (5), 
 
   
   
trim trim
trim trim trim
x A x x B u u
y y C x x D u u
   
    
&
 (5) 
where x, y, u are state parameters, output parameters and control variables, respectively; the subscript 
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trim denotes the engine trim point; A, B, C, D are system matrix in corresponding dimensions. 
Parameters of the system matrix are obtained by partial derivative method [18].  
The main computation procedure of PWL model is summarized in Table 3 [17, 18]. The input of 
PWL model is state-space model, static points, scheduling parameters, control input and other 
simulation settings. At each time step, the current steady base point and state-space model is searched 
by the scheduling parameter. Then the engine dynamic response at each time step is predicted as a sum 
of the current steady base point and the incremental of the output variable from state space model. 
Table 3 PWL on-board modelling algorithm adapted from [17, 18] 
Algorithm: PWL 
Input  state-space model, static points, initial conditions, scheduling parameter, control input, simulation step,  
final simulation time 
Process 
1.  Repeat 
2.  Search current static points using the relationship between static points model and scheduling 
parameter at current time step 
3.  Find current linear model coefficients by the interpolation or polynomial fitting between 
scheduling parameter and state-space model 
4.  Calculate the incremental of control input and state variable 
5.  Get the derivative for state variable  
6.  Generate real value for state variable and output variable at current time step 
7.  until final simulation time is reached 
Output Parameter outputs from PWL 
    
3.2 Novel generalized describing function 
NGDF proposed by Lichtsinder and Levy is another on-board modelling technique for nominal 
engines [22]. The main philosophy behind NGDF is to obtain a high-fidelity on-board model, 
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especially under large and rapid fuel flow variation. This is based on the fact that the significant fuel 
flow change is highly concerned in the engine control system because the engine runs closer to the 
safety limits (e.g. surge limit, over-temperature limit and blown-out limit) during rapid transient states. 













Fig. 3 NGDF schematic for nominal engine on-board modelling adapted from [22] 
The generalized describing function in NGDF is in a lead-lag form, as shown in Eq. (6), 















where the parameters K, 1  and 1  all depend on height (H) and Mach number (Ma); s denotes the 
complex variable. Therefore, the very simple structure and incremental approach in NGDF enables it 
the capability for on-board application over the whole flight envelope. 
3.3 Wiener model 
Wiener model is one of the block structure models with extensive application in nonlinear system 
modelling [46]. Block structure models comprise Hammerstein model, Wiener model, Wiener-
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Hammerstein model and Hammerstein-Wiener model, as shown in Fig. 4 [23]. These models contain 
different cascade connections of linear dynamic elements and nonlinear static elements to represent 
the nonlinear behavior of the modelling system. Hammerstein model is usually regarded as a candidate 
for systems under which nonlinearity is only affected by the direct current gain [17]. The input 
amplitude does not influence the dynamic behavior of the model. Thus it seems this model is not 
appropriate for gas turbine engine modelling since the engine dynamics vary significantly with 
different input amplitudes. Conversely, Wiener model represents the nonlinearities for different input 
amplitudes [17, 47]. These dynamics in Wiener model is consistent with the dynamic characteristics 
of gas turbine engines whose gains and response time vary with input magnitude and operating points 
[48]. Wiener-Hammerstein model and Hammerstein-Wiener model have a relatively complex structure 
and a large number of parameters so that these models are difficult to generate [23]. Therefore, in block 
structure models, Wiener model seems to be the superior choice for engine on-board modelling due to 

































The first step in producing Wiener model for gas turbine engines on-board modelling is the 
selection of input signals. As was mentioned earlier, the unmeasured parameters, thrust, turbine entry 
temperature (T4) and surge margin (SM), are highly concerned in this study. The fuel flow (Wf) is 
selected as the input for thrust. Some previous studies demonstrate that fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) is 
directly related to turbine entry temperature and surge margin [11]. Under this motivation, the 
measurable input signal, fuel flow divided by high-pressure compressor outlet pressure (Wf/P3), which 
has a strong relationship with unmeasured FAR, is selected as the input for T4 and SM in this study. 















Fig. 5 Wiener model configuration for nominal engines on-board modelling 
The next step is the parameters tuning of Wiener model for gas turbine engines on-board modelling. 
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The nonlinear static block could be represented as the steady operating lines of the engine [49, 50]. 
The engine steady operating lines are usually obtained through experiments or the validated aero-
thermal engine model. For the safety-critical parameters (i.e. thrust (F), turbine entry temperature (T4) 
and surge margin (SM)) concerned in this study, the corresponding steady-state operating lines of the 
engine are defined as Eqs. (7)-(9), respectively. 
  1F f Wf  (7) 
  24 / 3T f Wf P  (8) 
  3 / 3SM f Wf P  (9) 
Meanwhile, the linear dynamic blocks in Wiener model is described as a first-order transfer 
function to illustrate the lag response in engine transient states, as shown in Eq. (10), 









where i  is the “time constant” for the parameter of interest and s denotes the complex variable. It 
should be noted that the transfer function in Wiener model is different from the transfer function that 
is utilized to represent the dynamic behavior in a local operating region of gas turbine engines [20, 51].  
In order to provide the best transient performance of Wiener model in transient states, the linear 
dynamic blocks are computed by an optimization approach from the engine transient state data. The 
objective functions for the time constant in linear dynamic blocks of thrust (F), turbine entry 
temperature (T4), and surge margin (SM), are defined in Eqs. (11)-(13). The time constant for thrust 
is optimized by the minimum of the error integration between estimated thrust Fest and real thrust Freal 
in both acceleration and deceleration states within a simulation time span t, as shown in Eq. (11). 
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However, the objective functions for T4 and SM mainly focus on the acceleration states because these 
two parameters run closer to their limits in rapid transients. In Eq. (12), the first part calculates the 
integration error between the estimated T4 ( 4estT ) and real T4 ( 4realT ). The second part concentrates 
on the mismatch between the maximal T4 estimation ( max4estT ， ) and maximal real T4 ( max4realT ， ). The 
weights, w1 and w2, are used here to numerically tune the two parts in the same order. The objective 
function of surge margin has the same style as that of T4. The first element in Eq. (13) focuses on the 
integration error between the estimated surge margin ( estSM ) and real surge margin ( realSM ), while the 
second element computes the gap between the minimum estimated surge margin ( ,minestSM ) and the 
minimum real surge margin ( ,minrealSM ). The weights, w3 and w4, are also applied to make the two 
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J w dt w
SM SM

   (13) 
3.4 Simulation comparison 
In order to identify the best on-board model of nominal engines for control purposes, PWL model 
described in Table 3, NGDF model described in Fig. 3, and Wiener model described in Fig. 5 are tested 
on the turbofan engine aero-thermal model, as presented in Section two. The linear dynamic parts in 
Wiener model for the nominal turbofan engine are optimized via particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
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[52], as illustrated in Table 4. 
Table 4 Optimized values of linear dynamic parts in Wiener model for the nominal turbofan engine 
Parameters Thrust T4 SM 
Time constant 0.3954 0.2174 0.013 
 
A series of rapid acceleration and deceleration transient states between idle to full power at sea-
level static were simulated for the examined turbofan engine, as shown in Fig. 6. The engine was 
represented by the validated turbofan engine aero-thermal model. The parameters, fuel flow, thrust, 
and turbine entry temperature, were normalized by the corresponding values in their take-off 
specifications, as presented in Table 1. As can be seen in Fig. 6(a), fuel flow (Wf) was varied in 1 
second from idle to full power state, in the continuous form of ramp acceleration and deceleration. 
Wiener model showed the best tracking performance for thrust in both acceleration and deceleration 
states, as depicted in the zooming plot in Fig. 6(b). The results in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) indicate that 
NGDF model showed undesirable error accumulation for turbine entry temperature (T4) and surge 
margin of HPC. In terms of the overshoot in T4 and the undershoot in SM at the end of acceleration 
states (e.g. at 51 s in Fig. 6(c) and at 31 s Fig. 6(d)), the performance of Wiener model showed the best 
agreement with the real engine. The T4 overshoot and SM undershoot from PWL model is too 
excessive, which will be too conservative for engine transient performance, if the estimates from PWL 
model were feedback to the control system. Although the transient accuracy from Wiener model for 
surge margin and T4 at the end of deceleration states (e.g. at 60 s in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d)) seems 
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undesirable, it is still acceptable. This is based on the fact that the engine at deceleration states operates 
far away from its surge line and over-temperature limit. 
 
















(c) Turbine entry temperature 
  
(d) Surge margin of HPC 
Fig. 6 Comparison of on-board models simulations for the nominal turbofan engine 
Moreover, the steady error and maximal transient error of PWL, NGDF, and Wiener model against 
the turbofan engine were compared, as illustrated in Table 5. The steady error was computed in steady 








maximal transient error for thrust was calculated during both acceleration and transient states. However, 
the maximal transient error for T4 and SM were computed in only acceleration (Acc) states because 
the transient accuracy of T4 and SM are much more important during acceleration where the engine 
runs closer to its surge limit and over-temperature limit. NGDF owns diverged steady error and 
transient error for T4 and SM so that it is passed firstly. PWL and Wiener model both have very high 
steady accuracy due to the static element behind their structure. Given the transient accuracy for thrust, 
T4, and SM, Wiener model outperforms PWL model. 
Table 5 Comparisons on the steady error and maximal transient error of PWL, NGDF and Wiener model  
Model Steady error 
Maximal transient error (%) 
Thrust T4 (in Acc) SM (in Acc) 
PWL No 14.53 7.29 37.55 
NGDF Diverge 5.72 Diverge Diverge 
Wiener No 6.20 5.93 3.91 
 
Therefore, it is concluded that Wiener model is the best candidate for nominal engines on-board 
modelling when unmeasured parameters, thrust, T4, and surge margin are concerned. However, due to 
the normal aging of gas turbine engines from erosion, corrosion, fouling, and tip clearance change over 
the life cycle, the engine performance deviates from its nominal state. Nominal engines on-board 
model could not provide accurate information for a particular degraded engine. Hence, on-board 
modelling for degraded engines over the life cycle is investigated in the following sub-section. 
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4 Hybrid Wiener model 
An on-board modelling approach for gas turbine aero-engines using post-flight data, Hybrid 
Wiener model (HWM), is proposed, as an enhancement of Wiener model that was identified as the 
best candidate for nominal engines. The modelling details of HWM are presented in this section. 
4.1 HWM structure 
The proposed Hybrid Wiener model integrates an on-line part with an off-line part to adapt to the 
degradation effects over the engine life cycle, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The on-line part is simulated by 
Wiener model to calculate the unmeasured safety-critical parameters, i.e. thrust, turbine entry 
temperature, and surge margin, in a real time manner, as described in Fig. 5. Oppositely, the off-line 
part takes advantage of post-flight engine data to behave as an adaptation approach for the periodical 
update of the engine’s steady-state operating lines (SS Op-Line) in the nonlinear static element of its 
corresponding on-line counterpart, Wiener model. As such, this hybrid model endeavors to work in the 
vicinity of degraded engines to the most possible extent. The off-line adaptation details are presented 























Fig. 7 Schematic of Hybrid Wiener model for degraded engines on-board modelling 
4.2 Off-line adaptation approach 
The off-line adaptation approach in HWM relies on the engine post-flight data and the aero-
thermal engine model to periodically update the steady-state operating lines behind Wiener model, as 
illustrated in Fig. 8. This is achieved by two steps. The first step is the health parameters estimation to 
track the gas path component performance due to degradation effects, while the second walk is to 
generate updated steady-state operating lines. An assumption for the off-line adaptation block is that 
the health status of a monitored engine is approximately equivalent within two consecutive flight 
cycles under gradual degradation effects, as shown in Table 2. Hence, the off-line adaptation element 
updates the health parameters and steady-state operating lines after each flight cycle to match the 
specified engine with the most possible effort.  
In the first step, the steady-state measurements (i.e. under cruise state) in engine post-flight data 
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and the estimated measurement from the aero-thermal model form an objective function, as defined in 
Eq. (14), where y denotes steady-state measurements in post-flight engine data, ŷ  is the estimated 
measurements from the aero-thermal model and M is the total number of measurements. The aero-
thermal engine model here should be the validated model for nominal conditions (i.e. for new or clean 
engines). The objective function is minimized by an optimization method. Since previous studies have 
confirmed that meta-heuristic global optimization algorithms show the superior performance in gas 
path component performance tracking for degradation effects [7, 53], particle swarm optimization 
(PSO) [52], as a powerful global optimization tool, is selected in this study. Once the objective function 
is minimized, the accurate health parameters are therefore obtained. In order to tackle the repeatability 
issue behind global optimization algorithms, running results of several repeated rounds from PSO are 
averaged to get a more reliable health parameters estimation. Finally, the updated SS Op-lines are 
constructed by inserting the estimated health parameters to the aero-thermal engine model. Meanwhile, 
linear dynamic blocks behind Wiener model are hold constant as those of nominal engines, as 
optimized in Table 4. The reason behind this updating mechanism is discussed in detail via simulation 




















   (14) 
Health parameters and measurements for the examined turbofan engine are illustrated in Table 6 
and Table 7, respectively. The health parameters of pressure ratio for fan and HPC are implicitly 
embedded, as defined in Eq. (4), so that the total number of eight health parameters needs to be 
adapted. The measurements utilized in the off-line adaptation are low-pressure spool speed (N1), high-
pressure spool speed (N2), fuel flow (Wf), and other available temperature/pressure signals in the gas 
path. 
Table 6 Health parameters for target turbofan engine 
Health parameters Symbol 
Fan efficiency  
Fan flow capacity  
Fan pressure ratio (implicit)  








HPC flow capacity  
HPC pressure ratio (implicit)  
HPT efficiency  
HPT flow capacity  
LPT efficiency  
LPT flow capacity  
 
Table 7 Measurements in target turbofan engine post-flight data 
Measurements Symbol 
Low-pressure spool speed N1 
High-pressure spool speed N2 
Fan outlet total temperature T21 
Fan outlet total pressure P21 
HPC outlet total temperature T3 
HPC outlet total pressure P3 
HPT outlet total temperature T45 
HPT outlet total pressure P45 
LPT outlet total temperature T5 
LPT outlet total pressure P5 
Fuel flow Wf 
 
5 Simulation results 
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed Hybrid Wiener model for gas turbine aero-engines on-
board modelling over the life cycle, numerical simulations were carried on the turbofan engine aero-
thermal model for degradation simulations using publicly available data, as presented in Section two. 
Firstly, the performance of HWM is confirmed via a series of idle to full power rapid transient 
simulations for different degradation levels. Then, whether the linear dynamic blocks behind Wiener 









As the modelling details of HWM presented in Section four, the off-line adaptation mechanism is 
responsible for the accuracy enhancement for degraded engines on-board modelling. The update logic 
defined in Fig. 8 was applied to the examined turbofan engine aero-thermal model for degradation 
simulations. Health parameters for each flight cycle could be linearly interpolated from the degradation 
data in Table 2. Here, two degradation levels, 3000 flight cycles and 6000 flight cycles, were selected 
as a case study to represent middle-life and end-of-life engines. Then the post-flight engine data at 
steady states in the former flight cycle, i.e. 2999 flight cycles and 5999 flight cycles, were utilized to 
track the gas path component performance under gradual degradation effects and the update for 
corresponding steady-state operating lines. The off-line adaptation setting by PSO is shown in Table 
8. Particularly, the search bound for health parameters estimation is defined from -10% to +10% of 
each corresponding actual health parameters, which are interpolated from Table 2, to provide an 
adequate confidence level. The results of 10 repeated runs from PSO are averaged for health 
parameters estimation. 
Table 8 Off-line adaptation setting by PSO 
Setting Value 
Population size 20 
Maximum generation 100 
Repeated runs 10 
Particle velocity bound [-0.01, +0.01] 
Health parameters bound [-10%, +10%] 
 
The estimation results for health parameters of the examined turbofan engine at 3000 and 6000 
flight cycles are illustrated in Fig. 9. The publicly available degradation data were implanted into the 
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aero-thermal turbofan model to represent the degraded engine performance, as presented in Table 2. 
As clarified in Section 4.2, the post-flight engine data from the former flight cycle are applied in the 
off-line adaptation element. Here, the steady-state measurements under the cruise stage at 2999 flight 
cycles and 5999 flight cycles were utilized. It is clearly shown in Fig. 9(a) that all the health parameters 
estimation matches well with their implanted values for the engine at 3000 flight cycles, while a 
relative mismatch for the health parameter of fan isentropic efficiency, Fan . For the studied turbofan 
engine under 6000 flight cycles, although the health parameters estimation for isentropic efficiency of 
fan Fan  and LPT LPT  demonstrate a minor mismatch to their implanted values, other health 
parameters estimation shows a good agreement with their implantation, as shown in Fig. 9(b).  
 



















(b) 6000 flight cycles 
Fig. 9 Health parameters estimation via the off-line adaptation approach 
Subsequently, the updated steady-state operating lines were created from the aero-thermal 
turbofan engine model after each flight in an off-line manner. This was accomplished by the aero-
thermal engine model, in which the estimated degraded component maps were generated via the health 
parameters estimation, as defined in Eqs. (1)-(4).  
With the updated SS Op-Line and the optimized values of the linear dynamic parts, as shown in 
Table 4, the Hybrid Wiener model was tested for the target turbofan engine over the life cycle. Idle to 
full power rapid transient state simulations at sea level static condition for the turbofan engine at 
nominal condition, 3000 flight cycles, and 6000 flight cycles were conducted. The idle and full power 
state of the examined engine was set as their corresponding thrust setpoints, engine pressure ratio 
(EPR), which are 1.1003 and 1.1890, respectively. 


















of the studied turbofan engine under nominal conditions, 3000 flight cycles (FC) and 6000 flight cycles. 
The engine was represented by the aero-thermal turbofan model for degradation simulations, as 
presented in Section two. Thrust and turbine entry temperature in this simulation were normalized with 
their take-off specifications of the nominal turbofan engine, as defined in Table 1. Fig. 10(a) indicates 
that the thrust estimation from HWM tracks well with the real engine, even under different degradation 
levels, during these rapid transients, while the steady error is almost eliminated due to the effort of the 
off-line adaptation behind HWM. The maximum percent error of thrust between HWM and the engine 
in the acceleration state is 4.66%, even at 6000 flight cycles, as shown in Fig. 10(b). It can be seen that 
a relatively noticeable transient mismatch for thrust at the ending acceleration stage (i.e. at 15 s). The 
reason behind this mismatch is the optimization approach of the linear dynamic block for thrust, which 
is intended to balance acceleration and deceleration modelling accuracy, as presented in Eq. (11). 
From Fig. 10(c), it is concluded that HWM shows a quite favourable tracking performance for turbine 
entry temperature (T4) during acceleration states, even for the overshoot of T4 during the ending 
acceleration stage. The steady error for T4 is also nearly eliminated. The maximum transient error for 
T4 is about 3.03%, as illustrated in Fig. 10(d). As is presented in Fig. 10(e), the HWM transient 
performance for HPC surge margin matches well with the real engine at 3000 and 6000 flight cycles, 
even for the peak value in the undershoot of the surge margin during this acceleration states. Steady 
error for surge margin also approximately equals to zero, while the maximum percent error for surge 
































(c) Turbine entry temperature 
  




























(e) HPC surge margin 
  
(f) Percent error of HPC surge margin 
Fig. 10 Idle to full-power simulations of HWM for the target turbofan engine over the life cycle 
Moreover, the peak values of turbine entry temperature and HPC surge margin between HWM 
























focus in the gas turbine engines control system that the engine runs closer to its over-temperature and 
surge margin limit during acceleration transients. All the percent error for maximum T4 value are 
below 0.5%, while the percent error for minimum surge margin are less than 0.47% for all degradation 
levels. 
Table 9 Comparison on the turbine entry temperature and surge margin peak values between HWM and the engine during 
rapid acceleration states 
Flight 
cycle 







0 1.0257 1.0300 0.42 0.2029 0.2062 0.33 
3000 1.0852 1.0906 0.50 0.1875 0.1922 0.47 
6000 1.1202 1.1256 0.48 0.1777 0.1824 0.47 
 
Another interesting question is that whether the update for the linear dynamic part (i.e. the time 
constant) could further enhance the accuracy of the Hybrid Wiener model. The examined turbofan 
engine at 3000 flight cycles was tested. Table 10 lists fixed and updated linear dynamic parts in HWM. 
Values for fixed time constant are the same as those in Table 4. Parameters for updated time constant 
in Table 10 were calculated based on the transient data in the previous flight cycle (2999 flight cycles) 
and the objective functions defined in Eqs. (11)-(13). As is observed in Fig. 11, fixed and updated 
linear dynamic parts in HWM from idle to full-power at sea level static were simulated. The steady-
state operating lines were updated from the former flight cycle for both simulation cases. Thrust and 
turbine entry temperature here were normalized with their take-off specifications defined in Table 1. 
Fig. 11(a) indicates that HWM with updated time constant shows a quite limited improvement for 
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thrust tracking compared to HWM with fixed time constant. There is a similar phenomenon that HWM 
with updated linear dynamic parts does not gain too much benefit regarding the peak values for T4 and 
SM, as are depicted in Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c). Moreover, the optimization in the time constant update 
requires additional computational burden. This is consistent with the previous studies which confirmed 
that degradation effects have major influence on the steady-state performance of gas turbine engines 
[54, 55]. Hence, the effectiveness of Hybrid Wiener model with steady-state operating lines update 
and constant linear dynamic blocks is confirmed. 




Thrust 0.3954 0.4025 
T4 0.2174 0.2214 
























(b) Turbine entry temperature 
  
(c) HPC surge margin 
Fig. 11 Comparison on the fixed and updated linear dynamic parts in HWM for the engine at 3000 flight cycles 
Practically, measurements in the flight data are always subject to sensor noise which may mask 
the true health condition of the monitored engine. However, the primary focus of this work is to purely 






































concentrate on the engine health tracking and unmeasured parameters estimation as a methodological 
approach. Hence, sensor noise has not been taken into account. Several noise reduction approaches, 
such as exponential average, Kalman filter, and neural network, could be utilized in combination with 
the proposed HWM to guarantee a reliable dataset [56]. 
6 Conclusions 
In this paper, an on-board modelling approach using post-flight data, named Hybrid Wiener model, 
was proposed for gas turbine aero-engines. HWM endevours to estimate unmeasured safety-critical 
control parameters (i.e. thrust, surge margin and turbine entry temperature) via monitoring the engine 
health status. To evaluate the proposed model, a turbofan engine aero-thermal model for nominal 
condition was firstly developed and verified against experimental results. Degradation simulations of 
the turbofan engine aero-thermal model were extended using publicly available data of gas path 
components degradation. In order to identify the best on-board model for nominal engines, common 
on-board models for nominal engines, piecewise linear model, novel generalized describing function, 
and Wiener model, were carefully tested on the validated turbofan engine aero-thermal model. 
Simulations on a series of rapid acceleration and deceleration confirmed that Wiener model is the best 
candidate for nominal engines in terms of the steady accuracy and transient tracking performance for 
these unmeasured safety-critical parameters. 
HWM was therefore inspired as an extension of Wiener model with an off-line part using post-
flight data. The main conclusions for HWM are (1) The on-line part, Wiener model, calculates the 
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unmeasured thrust, surge margin, and turbine entry temperature in a real-time manner. (2) The off-line 
part is an adaptation approach using post-flight data to periodically update the nonlinear steady blocks 
(i.e. engine steady-state operating lines) in Wiener model for degraded engines. Via the minimum 
mismatch of the measurements between the engine post-flight data and aero-thermal engine model 
after every flight cycle, the engine health parameters as well as engine steady-state operating lines in 
Wiener model are updated. (3) The linear dynamic blocks in Wiener model require no update even for 
degraded engines. This was also verified on the simulation results on a degraded turbofan engine aero-
thermal model. 
Simulations on the turbofan engine aero-thermal model with degradation effects showed that 
HWM owns both favourable steady and transient accuracy for thrust, surge margin, and turbine entry 
temperature during the idle to full power rapid transient states at different flight cycles. The steady 
accuracy of HWM is guaranteed by the off-line adaptation mechanism. The maximal transient errors 
for these safety-critical parameters are less than 4.66%. Meanwhile, the percent errors of peak values 
for surge margin and turbine entry temperature between HWM and the engine are within 0.50%. The 
successful performance of HWM enables the potential development of advanced model-based control 
strategies for gas turbine aero-engines. Further research on HWM will be extended to the full flight 
envelope and be accounted for the sensor/actuator dynamics. 
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